
Editorial

The Hand Inside the Glove

Back on Feb. 19, 1988, theWashington Post published a Iran, Saudi Arabia, or some other target?
To answer this question, it is crucial to review twofront-page story by Bob Woodward and Walter Pincus,

headlined “U.S. Hunts American ‘Mr. X’ in Pollard facets of 20th-Century history. First, the origins of the
modern day utopian faction can be traced to the earlyEspionage for Israel.” The article reported that Ameri-

can law enforcement officials were searching for a high- 20th-Century work of H.G. Wells and Lord Bertrand
Russell. As early as 1913, Wells was promoting thelevel “mole” inside the Pentagon, who had deployed the

convicted Israeli spy Jonathan Jay Pollard. Shortly after idea of thermonuclear weapons, whose mass-murder
potential might terrify the world into acquiescing tothe publication of thePost story,EIR received informa-

tion that the “mole hunt” was not aimed at a single one-world Fabiandictatorship. Russell endorsed Well’s
“Open Conspiracy” and devoted his entire life to ther-individual, but at a whole team of suspected Soviet-

Israeli spies, operating inside the upper echelons of monuclear blackmail. The dropping of the atomic bomb
on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, and the codification of thatAmerican intelligence. A list prepared by the Office

of the General Counsel of the Secretary of Defense, literally mad policy, through such postwar utopian war-
planning institutions as the Rand Corporation and theobtained byEIR, named ten suspected members of the

“X Committee.” Hudson Institute, were leading fruits of the Wells-Rus-
sell collaboration.Today, five of the ten named suspects hold top posts

at the Pentagon and the Defense Policy Board. They The second event was the Russian Okhrana, and
later British intelligence ownership of Vladimir Jabot-are: Office of Net Assessments head Andrew Marshall,

Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz, Assistant insky, the founder of the Revisionist—ie. universal
fascist—movement within Zionism. From the outset,Defense Secretary Doug Feith, Board Chairman Rich-

ard Perle, and Board member Fred Ikle´. the Jabotinskyites have been police agent assets of one
or another oligarchical faction. The recent NetanyahuAll of these individuals were known, during the

Reagan-Bush era as leading members of the “Wohlstet- government and the present Sharon government of
Israel demonstrate the case perfectly. They have noter Kindergarten,” proteges of Albert Wohlstetter, a

1930s Trotskyite, who went on to be one of the leading interest in securing a durable peace for an Israel living
side by side with sovereign Palestinian and Arab states.figures at the postwar Rand Corporation, promoting the

utopian dogma of thermonuclear blackmail. Israel under Sharon is a trigger for war—a war that
would certainly bring about the final destruction ofThe “Wohlstetter Kindergarten” pedigree of the ac-

cused Israeli-Soviet spies poses a crucial question, a Israel.
The Pollard moles, currently operating inside thequestion with life and death implications, given that the

Perle-Wolfowitz gang, today, is leading the drive to Bush Administration, and the Jabotinskyite crazies in
Israel are part of the same phenomenon. Lyndoninduce the United States into launching an unwarranted

preemptive war on Iraq, that would almost certainly LaRouche described it as the hand inside the glove.
Israel, under Sharon, is the glove, which conceals thetrigger the larger Clash of Civilizations perpetual reli-

gious war. hand inside—the utopian madmen within the Anglo-
American elites, who are committed to provoking a newIs the perpetual war policy of Wolfowitz-Perle, et

al. an Israeli policy being foisted on Washington? Or is Thirty Years War. The purpose of the war? To destroy,
forever, the sovereign nation-state system that camethere something filthy inside the utopian faction of the

Anglo-American Establishment, which is using Israel into being with the American Revolution. Like their
godfathers, Wells and Russell, the utopians and theiras a nuclear-armed “crazy state,” which is to self-de-

struct, by obliterating the entire Middle East, through a Jabotinskyite tools, despise everything that the Found-
ing Fathers of the United States cherished.nuclear, biological or chemical weapons attack on Iraq,
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